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ČASOVÁ DOTACE:

1.POLOLETÍ

3 hodiny týdně

Grammar: regular and irregular verbs, conjunctions, indefinite pronouns
Vocabulary: adverbs of time
Speaking: European cities and thein culture, asking politely
Writing: a wish
Ways of living
Grammar: too much/ many, not enough, will vs be going to
Vocabulary: houses/ homes, living in a city or in a country, housing
Speaking: how do you learn best? education and jobs
Listening: descriptions of home
Reading: A holiday in a cave, Halloween
Writing: email about a plan for holidays
Maturita revision: asking about the subject, comparative and superlative of
adjectives, articles
Your mind
Grammar: determiners (everyone/ on one/ someone, etc.), must/ mustn’t vs don’t
have to
Vocabulary: thinking, emotions
Speaking: how you learn the best, talent and intelligences, react to emotions
Listening: interview: multiple intelligence
Reading: your brain is like a muscle
Writing: competition entry
Maturita revision: numbers, time adverbial, used to, dlouhý sloh NM
Music makers
Grammar: present perfect continuous
Vocabulary: music and musical instruments
Speaking: describing recently completed and unfinished actions, giving advice
Listening: People talking about music and musical instruments
Reading: Music that change lives, Christmas
Writing: Letter about your favourite type of music
Maturita revision: Uncountable and countable nouns, passive voice, modal verbs,
gerund, conjunctions

A visit to the doctors
Grammar: defining relative clauses
Vocabulary: medicine
Speaking: expressing past habits
Listening: dialogues at the doctor‘s
Reading: Medicine in the past
Writing: article about a famous scientists
Maturita revision: future tenses, articles at geographical names, plural of nouns
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If I had…
Grammar: Second conditional
Vocabulary: electrical matters
Speaking: diving advice
2.POLOLETÍ

Listening: description of problems caused by computers
Reading: survey on the Internet, st. Valentine’s Day
Writing: competition entry
Maturita revision: future tenses, present perfect, past tense versus present perfect
Lost worlds
Grammar: past perfect
Vocabulary: noun suffixes:-r, -er, -or and -ist
Speaking: describing events in the past and earlier past
Listening: radio programmer, inventions, film
Reading:a city in the jungle, Easter
Writing: short story
Conversation topic: people of the English speaking countries
Maturita revision: phrasal verbs, prepositions, conditional sentences
A stroke of luck
Grammar: reported statements, third conditional
Vocabulary:noun suffixes: -ation and-ment
Speaking: reporting past events
Listening: an unlucky day
Reading: the man with seven lives
Writing: email to apologize
Maturita revision: pronouns, quantifiers: much/many/a lot/too much/too many
Revision from the first to the fourth year of studying.
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